THE SPF AND ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGIES
Let’s take a look at the elements of the Strategic Prevention Framework (SPF) and how each
relates to environmental approaches. No “cookie cutter” response to environmental strategies
exists. You cannot select a “model” program and hope it will work in your community. You must
do your homework—study your community, know the people, the neighborhoods and, yes, the
local context. Then your coalition can craft environmental strategies tailored to your
community characteristics.
CADCA utilizes the SPF to assist community coalitions in developing the infrastructure needed
for community‐based, public health approaches that can lead to effective and sustainable
reductions in alcohol, tobacco and other drug (ATOD) use and abuse. The elements shown
Figure 3, at right, include:







Assessment. Collect data to define problems,
resources, and readiness within a geographic area to
address needs and gaps.
Capacity. Mobilize and/or build capacity within a
geographic area to address needs.
Planning. Develop a comprehensive strategic
approach that includes policies, programs, and
practices creating a logical, data‐driven plan to
address problems identified in the assessment.
Implementation. Implement evidence‐based
prevention strategies, programs, policies and
practices.
Evaluation. Measure the impact of the SPF and the implementation of strategies, programs,
policies and practices.

The elements of sustainability and cultural competence—central to community‐based
approaches—are shown in the center of the graphic indicating ttheir importance to each of the
other elements.
The environmental strategies approach recognizes that risks associated with substance use are,
in part, a function of the interplay between the environments where an individual uses and the
substances he/she uses (agent). In the environmental approach, place matters. We recognize
that managing the availability of alcohol and other drugs in specific environments impacts the
substances individuals choose and the amount they use. These decisions determine the level of
risk individuals and communities experience. The ability to shape individual’s behavior by
structuring what is expected or permitted in specific environments can reduce alcohol‐ and
other drug‐related problems.
Seven methods that can bring about community change have been adopted as a useful
framework by CADCA’s Institute. Each of these strategies represents a key element to build and
maintain a healthy community. In the planning process, utilize all seven strategies to be as
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comprehensive as possible to achieve population‐level change. When focusing on
implementation of environmental strategies, consider the types of information, skill‐building
and support activities necessary to move your interventions forward. You will see that the
strategies overlap and reinforce each other.
The first three strategies—provide information, enhance skills and provide support—assist in
educating the public, raising awareness and helping individuals make healthy choices. Generally
they affect small numbers of individuals and are too weak to impact the community at large.
These strategies often are necessary if you are working in a community where denial of and
limited knowledge about the current problem is prevalent. But, they can provide initial
information necessary to bring a community together around an issue.
Since the first three of the seven strategies focus on impacting individuals, they have obvious
limitations and probably will not, by themselves, achieve measurable change in substance
abuse rates in your community. However, the last four strategies are environmental in nature
and when utilized in a multi‐strategy plan can form the basis of a comprehensive approach
along with the first three.
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